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NK Visitors writes:

Anilkumar, NewJersey: I am a
regular visitor of
newkerala.com since 2001. I
used to recommend this
website even to my non-
keralite friends for news,
photos and recipes. Best
wishes to NK team.

Helen Johann, Canada: I like
your Hollywood news. Even
though there is some irritating
gossips, NK has lot of
informative content

Shiela V, Bangalore: Please do
add more information about
other states of India, topics of
general interest, etc to make it
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World News

Bigger not necessarily the better
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London, Oct 17: Male beetles with the
biggest horns have the smallest testicles,
scientists at the  in
Missoula, US have found.

Douglas Emlen, who led the research, said
that the findings are a clear evidence of an
evolutionary trade-off between the ability to
fight off sexual competitors and reproductive
potency. 

The researchers looked at beetles of the
genus Onthophagus - dung beetles known
for the size and variety of their horns. In
some species, these  40 per cent of
males' body length. 

These iridescent beetles use their flashy
ornaments to battle against one another and
block access to tunnels where they mate with
females. But the competition does not end
there, as females often mate with more than
one male. So while they are inside the
female, one male's sperm must compete with
other males'  to fertilise eggs.

According to , it is generally
thought that the males that produce the most
sperm are more likely to achieve a fertilisation
so, besides the horns, testicle capacity is
important in competition between males too,
reports Newscientist.

The study also found out an inverse
relationship between horn and testes size. 
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general interest, etc to make it
more useful.

Hari,  Chennai:  Your
presentation is very good. 

Daisy Mathew, Dubai: This is
the first place I search for
Kerala recipes. It is very
helpful.

Sanjeev, Bahrain: This is the
best web site with South India
News, especially Kerala and
Tamil Nadu News.

G P Sardar, Varanasi:
Whatever I search on the web,
I am forwarded to
newkerala.com. As an
experienced numerologist,  I
evaluated your name. All  good
stars are shining on you and I
can guarantee newkerala.com
will prosper in everyway in the
times to come! Best wishes.

C Agrawal, Mumbai: NK
Business is wonderful, even
better than big newspaper
websites!

Vishal,  Kottayam: I used to
play NK Games whenever I get
free time. Please add more
adventure games.

Send your comments and
suggestions to improve this
website

"This study is the first solid experimental demonstration that adaptations
to compete for mates trade-off with what it takes to compete for
fertilisations," Scott Pitnick at  in New York, US, said.

"Because of energetic constraints, you really can't be good at all things,"
said Pitnick, who last year revealed a trade-off between relative brain
and testes sizes in 300 different  of bat.

--- ANI
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